
be successful with a blueberry you-pick farm, a Florida would be about June 5 in an average year
grower must enjoy working with people and must with current cultivars. This would overlap the sec-
be located in an area where potential customers are ond half of the North Carolina highbush harvest,
available and where the market for you-pick but would precede the larger New Jersey harvest.
blueberries is not likely to be oversupplied within Because the North Carolina blueberry industry is
the near future. In many parts of Florida where relatively small (3000 producing acres compared to
blueberries can be grown, the you-pick market is 8000 for New Jersey and 10,000 for Michigan), the
still almost untapped. Information is available from first half of June is still a good season for shipping
the Extension service on how to establish and run fresh blueberries. Eventually, a May shipping sea-
a you-pick farm. Diversified you-pick farms, on son will be possible in Florida as earlier ripening
which several different crops are produced, are rabbiteye cultivars and disease-resistant highbush
often the most successful. cultivars are developed for Florida. Earlier ripening

Only recently have blueberry farms been estab- will become increasingly important in Florida as
lished in Florida for markets other than you-pick. Georgia and other southeastern states become major
These are not yet in full production, and the most blueberry producers.
profitable way to market the fruit has not yet been
determined. One alternative used by the 8000-acre
New Jersey industry is hand picking into pint con- Costs and Return for Blueberry Farms in
tainers for the fresh market. This requires large Florida
amounts of reliable labor.amounts of reliable labor. Several independent cost-and-return analyses

Mechanical harvest of blueberries is also possible. have been made for rabbiteye blueberries in the
A large machine can pick about 5 acres per day. southeastern United States, and all reach the same
Mechanically-harvested blueberries can be sold on . frs i r
the fresh market after cleaning and sorting, but this general cn sins. Te firs i ta arn a

requires a well-adjusted machine, a skillful blueberry farm is very expensive if land, labor, and
requires a well-admested machine, a skillrus a wl-a mi , a s machinery are all purchased and charged to the
operator, proper timing of harvest, and suitable c -ret urn leder. Whe interet rates on or-
cultivars. Not all the blueberies on a plant can be cos n edger. Whe ieret rates on br

rowed money are high, a blueberry farm may takepicked on a single date because not all ripen to- mn y yeas to re high, a blueberr y farm may takegether. Growers may choose to hand harest the many years to break even. During the 4 years that
gether. Growers may choose to hand harvest the"earliest ripening berries and machine harvest the pass before the first paying crop is harvested, ac-
rest cumulated interest costs may nearly equal the initialr e st. r ii u rr restablishment cost. If a grower already owns suitable

Most of the large Michigan blueberry crop isSo t Mi g cr land and some of the necessary machinery, and if
mechanically harvested for processing as frozen or and some of the ne sary mahiner, d i

canned fruit. An explosion drying process for he can provide some of the labor himself, the time
canned fruit. An explosion drying process for

e 1 rit. An e oion d yi n p f required for the farm to show an overall profit is
blueberries has been developed and is being tested required for the farm to show an overall profit is
in Georgi. greatly reduced. The inputs required in establishing
in Ge goal of the Florida blueberry industry and maintaining a blueberry farm are listed in Table

should be to supply fresh blueberries for Florida 1. The total cost for the first year is about $3000
markets. At present, some fresh-pack blueberries per acre plus land costs. Most of this goes for purch-
enter the state from Georgia, New Jersey, and ase of plants, installation of an irrigation system,
enter the state from G eorgi a, N ew Je , a m ulch, peatm oss, and labor. M aintenance costs inMichigan, but the market is not adequately supplied mulch, peatmoss, and labor. Maintenance costs in

from these sources. years 2 to 4 are about $500 to $1000 per acre per

An important consideration in the possible export year.

of fresh Florida blueberries to other states is season
of availability from Florida compared to other im- Table 1. Inputs per acre required in establishing a blueberry
portant blueberry production area. The first farm.
blueberries from early cultivars are picked about
May 15 in North Carolina, June 15 in New Jersey, Year one
and July 10 in southern Michigan. It might be Land costs

Florida blueberries would be earlier Plant costs (604 plants per acre)
expected that Florida blueberries would be earlier Irrigation installation costs
than all of these, but the rabbiteye blueberry is Plow land, once, 0.5 hours
naturally a late ripener. When rabbiteye cultivars (Tractor, plow, and driver)
are grown in the same field with early highbush, Disk Harrow, twice, 0.3 hour each

(Tractor, disk, and driver)
the rabbiteyes ripen a full month later. Thus, the Lay off rows, once, 0.5 hour
first shipment of early rabbiteyes from Gainesville, (Tractor and driver)
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